PLASMA
INTRODUCTION -STANDING WAVES
• Cylindrical discharge driven at outer radius • Linear sheath model (constant sheath widths)
• Electromagnetic fields (Mussenbrock and Brinkmann, APL, 2006; Lieberman et al, PoP, 2008) • Voltage-driven, asymmetric (single sheath) discharge
INTRODUCTION -NONLINEAR SERIES RESONANCE
• Nonlinear (homogeneous) sheath models(t) ∝ V s (t)
• Electrostatic fields 
• Nonlinear radially-varying sheath + electromagnetic fields • Low density regime (E z ≫ E r ) with ordering
with δ p = c/ω p the collisionless skin depth
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University of California, Berkeley PLASMA MODEL EQUATIONS AND BASE CASE • Normalized discharge voltage has weak harmonic content at r = R; stronger at r = 0
• Voltage at r = R can be greater than at r = 0
• Normalized discharge current density shows strong harmonics; series resonance oscillations at r = R; strong at r = 0 • Dashed vertical lines are the spatial resonances • Even at lower frequencies there is a significant center-peaking of the electron power/area
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